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If you ally infatuation such a referred summers at castle auburn
sharon shinn books that will have the funds for you worth, get the no
question best seller from us currently from several preferred authors. If
you desire to humorous books, lots of novels, tale, jokes, and more
fictions collections are moreover launched, from best seller to one of the
most current released.
You may not be perplexed to enjoy every ebook collections summers at
castle auburn sharon shinn that we will unquestionably offer. It is not
something like the costs. Its not quite what you infatuation currently.
This summers at castle auburn sharon shinn, as one of the most involved
sellers here will definitely be among the best options to review.

Summers at Castle Auburn-Sharon Shinn 2008-09-18 Chronicles the
story of Coriel Halsing, who had spent many glorious summers with
her half-sister at Castle Auburn chasing and falling in love with a
handsome prince who could never be hers, but now that she is
grown she begins to understand the dark side of the magical palace.
Reprint.
Summers at Castle Auburn-Sharon Shinn 2001-04-01 A woman
blessed, or cursed, with a talent for witchcraft returns to Castle
Auburn where she spent her childhood in joy-only to find an aura of
dread awaiting her.
Troubled Waters-Sharon Shinn 2010-10-05 National bestselling
author Sharon Shinn introduces a rich new fantasy world, one in
which people believe that five essential elements rule all things and
guide their lives.
Wrapt in Crystal-Sharon Shinn 2021-03-02 On a planet of barren
beauty, two religions—as different as sun and shadow, joy and
grief—are bound together by death.... A serial killer is stalking
the
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priestesses of both sects—and Interfed Agent Cowen Drake must
immerse himself in an unfamiliar world of stark spirituality to catch
the killer. A world that will trap him between opulence and
sacrifice, between desire and duty, and between two extraordinary
women—one who could become the killer’s ultimate victim.
The Shape-Changer's Wife-Sharon Shinn 2003-08-05 From the
national bestselling author of The Samaria Trilogy...this is the novel
that launched Sharon Shinn's career and inspired Peter S. Beagle to
call her "the most original writer of fantasy since Robin McKinley."
Aubrey was a student of the fine art of wizardry. But the more
knowledge he acquired, the more he wanted to learn. He traveled in
search of the greatest master of all, the gifted shape-changer
Glyrenden. From him, Aubrey expected to discover the secret of
long-lost spells and the mysteries of arcane magic. But there was
one discovery he never expected, a mystery he risked every thing to
solve. Her name was Lilith...
Quatrain-Sharon Shinn 2016-12-22 The four novellas in Quatrain
are set in worlds of Archangel, Heart of Gold, Summers at Castle
Auburn, and Mystic and Rider. "Flight" follows a former angelseeker who used to be in love with the Archangel Raphael and now
is determined to keep her beautiful niece from making her same
mistakes. "Blood" is the story of a fierce young gulden man who
comes to the city to seek his mother, whom he hasn't seen since he
was a boy and she ran away from his abusive father. In "Gold," a
crown princess escapes the hazards of war by hiding among the
fairylike aliora, where she encounters an altogether different sort of
danger. And in "Flame," the mystic Senneth uses her magic to save
a little girl, an act that wins her new friends but puts her own life at
risk.
Royal Airs-Sharon Shinn 2013-11-05 Master storyteller Sharon
Shinn created the thrilling and enchanting world of Welce in her
acclaimed novel Troubled Waters. Return with her to that elemental
universe in this tale of secrecy, romance, and a battle for power…
Josetta is a princess of one of the Five Families. But she is far from
the throne, so she is free to spend her days working in the poorest
sections of the city. Rafe Adova lives the life of a career gambler in
those slums. He has no real ambition—until the night he helps a girl
named Corene, who looks like she’s stumbled into the wrong
bar. from
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Josetta is fascinated by the man who has helped her sister. Rafe is
unlike anyone she’s encountered—someone seemingly devoid of
elemental blessings. Rafe is also drawn to Josetta, but when he is
assaulted by foreign mercenaries and they discover the reason
behind the attack, Rafe and Josetta realize that the truth could
endanger not only their newfound love, but also their very lives…
The Safe-Keeper's Secret-Sharon Shinn 2005-11-03 "The most
promising and original writer of fantasy to come along since Robin
McKinley."—Peter S. Beagle, best-selling author of The Last
Unicorm Damiana is safe-keeper in the small village of Tambleham.
Neighbors and strangers alike come one by one, in secret, to tell her
things they dare not share with anyone else, knowing that Damiana
will keep then to herself. One late night, a mysterious visitor from
the city arrives with an unusual secret for the Safe-Keeper—a
newborn baby. Damiana, who is expecting her own child, agrees to
take the foundling. She names him Reed and raises him side by side
with her daughter, Fiona. Ad the years pass and the two children
grow into teenagers, they must come to terms with who they
are—and who they may be.
Jovah's Angel-Sharon Shinn 1998-04-01 National bestselling author
Sharon Shinn returns to the compelling world of Samaria in an
extraordinary novel of angels and mortals, music and mystery,
science and faith... More than a hundred years after the time of
Rachel and Gabriel, Samaria is in deep turmoil. Charismatic
Archangel Delilah has been injured and forced to give up her
position, and she has been replaced by shy, uncertain Alleluia.
What’s worse, ungovernable storms are sweeping across the
country, and the god never seems to hear the angels’ pleas to abate
the bad weather. Unless those prayers are offered by the new
Archangel...
Gateway-Sharon Shinn 2009-10-15 As a Chinese adoptee in St.
Louis, teenage Daiyu often feels out of place. When an elderly Asian
jewelry seller at a street fair shows her a black jade ring?and tells
her that ?black jade? translates to ?Daiyu??she buys it as a talisman
of her heritage. But it?s more than that; it?s magic. It takes Daiyu
through a gateway into a version of St. Louis much like 19th century
China. Almost immediately she is recruited as a spy, which means
hours of training in manners and niceties and sleight of hand.
It also
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means stealing time to be with handsome Kalen, who is in on the
plan. There?s only one problem. Once her task is done, she must go
back to St. Louis and leave him behind forever. . . .
Archangel-Sharon Shinn 1997-04-01 From national bestselling
author Sharon Shinn comes a stunningly beautiful novel of a distant
future—where the fate of the world rests on the voice of an angel...
Through science, faith, and force of will, the Harmonics carved out
for themselves a society that they conceived as perfect. Diverse
peoples held together by respect for each other. Angels to guard the
mortals and mystics to guard the forbidden knowldge. Jehovah to
watch over them all... Generations later, the armed starship Jehovah
still looms over the planet of Samaria, programmed to unleash its
arsenal if peace is not sustained. But with the coming of an age of
corruption, Samaria's only hope lies in the crowning of a new
Archangel. The oracles have chosen Gabriel for this honor, and
further decreed that he must first wed a mortal woman named
Rachel. It is his destiny and hers. And Gabriel is certain that she will
greet the news of her betrothal with enthusiasm, and a devotion to
duty equal to his own. Rachel, however, has other ideas... Winner of
the William Crawford Award for Achievement in Fantasy Nominated
for the John W. Campbell Award for Best New Writer From the
Paperback edition.
Crown Duel-Sherwood Smith 1997 To fulfill their father's dying
wish, teenage Countess Meliara and her brother Branaric organize
a revolution against a greedy king.
The Truth-Teller's Tale-Sharon Shinn 2007-04-05 Innkeeper’s
daughters Adele and Eleda are “mirror twins”—identical twins
whose looks are reflections of each other’s—and their special
talents are like mirrors, too. Adele is a Safe-Keeper, entrusted with
hearing and never revealing others’ secrets; Eleda is a Truth-Teller,
who cannot tell a lie when asked a direct question. The town of
Merendon relies on the twins, no one more than their best friend,
Roelynn Karro, whose strict, wealthy father is determined to marry
her off to the prince. When the girls are seventeen, a handsome
dancing-master and his apprentice come to stay at the inn, and thus
begins a chain of romance, mistaken identity, and some very
surprising truths and falsehoods.
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class and economic divisions and feuding factions, a scientist and a
rebel are drawn together in a forbidden love that could change their
world forever.... Nolan uses his rational powers of observation to
examine more closely the privileges he was born to enjoy—and the
people he was raised to despise. Katrini follows her fiercest
passions in the struggle to overthrow a legacy of hate—one that has
poisoned her family for generations. Between rich and poor, strong
and weak, intellect and feeling, only one thing could bring these two
opposites together: a passion that is strictly forbidden.
General Winston's Daughter-Sharon Shinn 2007 Seventeen-year-old
heiress Averie Winston travels with her guardian to faraway
Chiarrin, a country her father's army has occupied, and once she
arrives and is reunited with her fiance, she discovers that her
notions about politics, propriety, the military, and even her intended
have changed.
Jenna Starborn-Sharon Shinn 2002-04-02 Jenna Starborn was
created out of frozen embryonic tissue, a child unloved and
unwanted. Yet she has grown up with a singularly sharp mind—and
a heart that warms to those she sees as less fortunate than herself.
This novel takes us into Jenna Starborn's life, to a planet called
Fieldstar, and to a property called Thorrastone—whose enigmatic
lord will test the strength of that tender and compassionate heart.
The Thirteenth House-Sharon Shinn 2007 Kirra, a shiftling, returns
home from a mission to rescue Romar Brendan only to find that her
half-sister Casserah has been named heir and she falls in love with
the married Lord Romar, a tempestuous affair that places them both
in mortal danger.
Mystic and Rider-Sharon Shinn 2006 The Mystic woman Senneth,
accompanied by a team of Shapeshifters and Riders, is sent by the
king into the land of Gillengaria to investigate reports of retaliation
against those who use magic. Reprint.
Shattered Warrior-Sharon Shinn 2017-08-29 It is eight years after
Colleen Cavanaugh's home world was invaded by the Derichets, a
tyrannical alien race bent on exploiting the planet's mineral
resources. Most of her family died in the war, and she now lives
alone in the city. Aside from her acquaintances at the factory where
she toils for the Derichets, Colleen makes a single friend in Jann, a
member of the violent group of rebels known as the Chromatti.
Onefrom
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day Colleen receives shocking news: her niece Lucy is alive and in
need of her help. Together, Colleen, Jann, and Lucy create their own
tenuous family. But Colleen must decide if it's worth risking all of
their survival to join a growing underground revolution against the
Derichets ... in Sharon Shinn and Molly Knox Ostertag's Shattered
Warrior.
The Secret Sheriff of Sixth Grade-Jordan Sonnenblick 2017-08-29 In
sixth grade, bad things can happen to good kids. Bullies will find
your weakness and jump on it. Teachers will say you did something
wrong when really didn't mean to do anything wrong. The kids who
joke the loudest can drown out the quieter, nicer kids. Maverick
wants to change all that. One of the last things his father left him
was a toy sheriff's badge, back when Maverick was little. Now he
likes to carry it around to remind him of his dad - and also to remind
him to make school a better place for everyone . . . even if that's a
hard thing to do, especially when his own home life is falling apart.
THE SECRET SHERIFF OF SIXTH GRADE is a story about standing
up for yourself - and being a hero at home and in the halls of your
school.
Echo in Onyx-Sharon Shinn 2019-07-30 A Murder and a
MasqueradeBrianna loves her new job as maid to Lady Marguerite.
Like many high nobles, Marguerite is attended by echoes, silent
creatures who look exactly like her and move in perfect
synchronicity. News soon comes that Marguerite has been invited to
the royal city as a potential bride for the crown prince. Brianna is
delighted to accompany Marguerite to the city-and perhaps get a
chance to continue her own flirtation with Nico, one of the king's
inquisitors.Then, disaster strikes on the road when they come under
attack. The brutal assault forces Marguerite and Brianna to concoct
a desperate plan. Their subterfuge just might work-but only if
Brianna can keep Nico from learning the truth. And only if
Marguerite can give up her own secret, doomed romance.And all
that's at stake-is the future of the kingdom.
The Dream-Maker's Magic-Sharon Shinn 2008-03-13 Kellen’s
mother has always insisted that her only child was born male, not
female—so Kellen has been raised as a boy. At school, she meets
Gryffin, whose mind is as strong as his legs are damaged, and the
two become friends and allies. A few years later, the two Downloaded
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working at an inn nearby. When it is discovered that Gryffin is the
kingdom’s new Dream-Maker—someone whose mere presence can
help dreams come true—he is whisked away to the castle, leaving
Kellen behind. By now, their friendship is shading into something
more. Will it endure?
Resenting the Hero-Moira J. Moore 2006 Bonded Pair Lord Shintaro
Karish, an arrogant Source whose notoriety in and out of the
bedroom makes him quite popular, and Dunleavy Mallorough, a
beautiful Shield, must cast aside their differences and deal with
their mutual attraction, when they are sent in to save the city of
High Scape. Original.
Daughter of Witches-Patricia C. Wrede 2011-12-13 In a series
packed with “high-style fantasy and adventure,” a servant girl’s
dormant magic awakens—from the author of the Enchanted Forest
Chronicles (The New York Times). Drinn is not a safe place to be a
witch. Ranira knows that better than most, for when she was just a
child, the temple guards burned her parents at the stake for
practicing magic. Now an indentured servant for a brutal innkeeper,
she lives every day with the shame of her parents’ alleged crime.
There is no worse time to visit Drinn than during the Midwinter
Festival, when the city gates are sealed so that no outsider can
witness the temple’s secret rituals. And at Ranira’s inn, three guests
have overstayed their welcome. Attempting to protect Ranira from
her master’s cruelty, the three reveal their magical powers and
attract the attention of the temple guards. Now, to save her new
friends from certain death, Ranira must unleash the power that cost
her parents their lives.
Dark Moon Defender-Sharon Shinn 2007-09-25 The third Novel of
the Twelve Houses from the national bestselling author. In this
story of hidden magic and forbidden love, the King's Rider Justin
befriends Ellynor, a young novice at a convent-only to discover that
she is a mystic being manipulated by the fanatical Daughters of the
Pale Moon into hunting down and killing other mystics.
Unquiet Land-Sharon Shinn 2016-11-01 FROM THE NATIONAL
BESTSELLING AUTHOR OF JEWELED FIRE In the latest novel in
Sharon Shinn’s Elemental Blessings series, a woman is confronted
with the past she left behind—and an uncertain future... Leah
Frothen has returned home to rebuild the life she’s avoided
for
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years. But she can scarcely catch her breath before she is
summoned to meet with the regent, Darien Serlast, the man who
made her a spy. Leah is reluctant to take on a new assignment, but
Darien has dangled the perfect lure to draw her in... Leah finds she
enjoys the challenges of opening a shop catering to foreign visitors,
especially since it affords her the opportunity to get to know Mally,
the child she abandoned five years ago. Leah is simultaneously
thrilled, terrified, hopeful, moved, and almost undone as she slowly
attempts to become part of her daughter’s life. But when the regent
asks her to spy on ambassadors from a visiting nation, she develops
a dangerous friendship with a foreign woman and finds herself
falling in love with a man from her past. Soon Leah learns that
everyone—her regent, her lover, and even her daughter—have
secrets that could save the nation, but might very well break her
heart. From the Hardcover edition.
The Memory Book-Lara Avery 2016-07-05 They tell me that my
memory will never be the same, that I'll start forgetting things. At
first just a little, and then a lot. So I'm writing to remember.
Sammie McCoy is a girl with a plan: graduate at the top of her class
and get out of her small town as soon as possible. Nothing will stand
in her way--not even the rare genetic disorder the doctors say will
slowly steal her memories and then her health. So the memory book
is born: a journal written to Sammie's future self, so she can
remember everything from where she stashed her study guides to
just how great it feels to have a best friend again. It's where she'll
record every perfect detail of her first date with longtime-crush
Stuart, a gifted young writer home for the summer. And where she'll
admit how much she's missed her childhood friend Cooper, and the
ridiculous lengths he will go to make her laugh. The memory book
will ensure Sammie never forgets the most important parts of her
life--the people who have broken her heart, those who have mended
it--and most of all, that if she's going to die, she's going to die living.
This moving and remarkable novel introduces an inspiring character
you're sure to remember, long after the last page.
Echo in Emerald-Sharon Shinn 2019-07-30 A Misfit and a Mystery
In the royal city of Camarria, a street urchin named Chessie lives by
her wits, always attended by her two faithful friends, Red and Scar.
What no one realizes is that the "friends" are really echoes,
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creatures who look exactly like their originals but who possess no
volition of their own. Echoes normally are only born to high nobles,
and Chessie doesn't want anyone to start asking questions about
her past. So she's developed the ability to move between bodies so
rapidly that she can maintain the illusion that she and Red and Scar
are three separate people. After someone tries to murder the crown
prince, Chessie gets entangled in the investigation when she comes
to the aid of Lord Dezmen, the high noble who's trying to solve the
crime. From the back alleys of Camarria to a society party to a rural
province, they track down clues.Until one of those clues leads right
back to Chessie.
Jeweled Fire-Sharon Shinn 2015-11-03 The national bestselling
author of Troubled Waters and Royal Airs returns to her Elemental
Blessings series with the story of a young princess who will need
more than blessings to survive in a kingdom where everyone will do
whatever it takes to claim the throne… As one of the four princesses
of Welce, Corene always thought she might one day become queen.
Only circumstances changed, leaving fiery Corene with nothing to
show for a life spent playing the game of court intrigue—until a
chance arises to become the ruler of a nearby country. After
stowing away on a ship bound for Malinqua with her loyal
bodyguard, Foley, Corene must try to win the throne by making a
play to marry one of the empress’s three nephews. But Corene is
not the only foreign princess in search of a crown. Unaccustomed to
being anyone’s friend, Corene is surprised to find companionship
among her fellow competitors. But behind Malinqua’s beautiful
facade lie many secrets. The visiting princesses are more hostages
than guests. And as the deadly nature of the court is revealed,
Corene must rely on both her new allies and Foley’s unwavering
protection—for the game she has entered is far more perilous than
she ever imagined… From the Hardcover edition.
The Girl Who Was on Fire (Movie Edition)-Leah Wilson 2012-01-17
Includes 3 brand new essays on Gale, the Games, and Mockingjay!
**Already read the first edition of The Girl Who Was on Fire? Look
for The Girl Who Was on Fire - Booster Pack in the Kindle store to
get just the three new essays and the extra movie content.** Katniss
Everdeen’s adventures may have come to an end, but her story
continues to blaze in the hearts of millions worldwide. In Downloaded
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Who Was on Fire - Movie Edition, sixteen YA authors take you back
to the world of the Hunger Games with moving, dark, and funny
pieces on Katniss, the Games, Gale and Peeta, reality TV, survival,
and more. From the trilogy's darker themes of violence and social
control to fashion and weaponry, the collection's exploration of the
Hunger Games reveals exactly how rich, and how perilous, Panem,
and the series, really is. • How does the way the Games affect the
brain explain Haymitch’s drinking, Annie’s distraction, and Wiress’
speech problems? • What does the rebellion have in common with
the War on Terror? • Why isn’t the answer to “Peeta or Gale?” as
interesting as the question itself? • What should Panem have
learned from the fates of other hedonistic societies throughout
history—and what can we? CONTRIBUTORS: Jennifer Lynn Barnes,
Mary Borsellino, Sarah Rees Brennan, Terri Clark, Bree Despain,
Adrienne Kress, Sarah Darer Littman, Cara Lockwood, Elizabeth M.
Rees, Carrie Ryan, Ned Vizzini, Lili Wilkinson, Blythe Woolston,
Diana Peterfreund (NEW), Brent Hartinger (NEW), Jackson Pearce
(NEW)
The Alleluia Files-Sharon Shinn 1999-05-01 Legend has it that the
Alleluia Files contain the truth about the god of Samaria. Now, a
child raised in captivity among the angels will journey the length
and breadth of her world to seek the documents that will alter the
face of Samaria forever...
Heir to Sevenwaters-Juliet Marillier 2008-11-04 The chieftains of
Sevenwaters have long been custodians of a vast and mysterious
forest?and a new heir has been born. But the family?s joy turns to
despair when the baby is taken, and something unnatural is left in
his place. To reclaim her newborn brother, Clodagh must enter the
shadowy Otherworld and confront the powerful prince who rules
there?
Reader and Raelynx-Sharon Shinn 2007 A magic wielder and
mystic, Cammon must put aside his growing feelings for Princess
Amalie to offer readings of the souls of her prospective suitors for
any potential threats and begins to suspect that Amalie herself may
possess magical powers, a revelation that could endanger her life
and plunge the entire kingdom into chaos. By the author of Dark
Moon Defender.
Fortune and Fate-Sharon Shinn 2008 Behind the walls ofDownloaded
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family estate called Fortune, Wen, a Warrior Rider hired to protect
a young heiress, must face a terrifying challenge that will lead her
into a confrontation with her ultimate destiny, in a new novel set in
the world of the Twelve Houses series.
Such A Rush-Jennifer Echols 2012-12-13 High school senior Leah
Jones loves nothing more than flying. While she's in the air, it's easy
to forget life with her absentee mother at the low-rent end of a
South Carolina beach town. So when her flight instructor, Mr Hall,
hires her to fly for his banner advertising business, she sees it as
her ticket out of the trailer park. Then Mr Hall dies suddenly leaving
his teenage sons, golden boy Alec and adrenaline junkie Grayson, in
charge of running the business. The two brothers have always made
their hostility towards her clear so she's sure that her dreams of
being a pilot are over… So when Grayson makes it clear that he
wants her to stay working for him, Leah doesn't understand why.
She's crushed on him for years, but always known he's out of her
league… isn't he? As the summer rolls on and they spend more time
together the spark between them grows, but with Alec's feelings
starting to change too, suddenly things become a whole lot more
complicated. Now Leah finds herself drawn into a battle between
brothers - a battle that could have very serious consequences for all
of them…
We Are the Perfect Girl-Ariel Kaplan 2019-05-21 This witty, warmhearted retelling of Cyrano de Bergerac is a love letter to female
friendship. Perfect for Stephanie Perkins fans, and anyone who's
ever thought of trying on a new identity to impress a guy. Aphra
Brown is bold and outgoing. Her best friend, Bethany, is achingly
beautiful. Individually, they could both do a little better in the selfesteem department, but together? Together, they have what it takes
to win over Greg D'Agostino, a proverbial "ten," who happens to be
fluent in six languages--seven if you count the language of
smoldering gazes . . . What begins as an honest mistake turns into
an elaborate deception, wherein Bethany goes on dates with Greg
while Aphra coaches her on what to say, and texts him in the guise
of Bethany, trying and failing, all the while, to tamp down her own
hopeless crush. It's only a matter of time before things come
crashing down. The question is: What will happen when Greg finds
out? And can Aphra and Bethany's friendship survive the Downloaded
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From the author of We Regret to Inform You comes a witty, warmhearted exploration of love in all its forms, and a cris-de-coeur for
self-acceptance when the pressure to be perfect is overwhelming.
"There is much to appreciate about this book: its cleverness, its
humor, that it embraces and normalizes therapy, that it places
familial love and friendship on a level with romantic love. But,
perhaps best of all, it offers teens, especially those struggling to
accept and love themselves, a picture of a girl who makes mistakes
and fights to begin again." --Booklist, starred review "At once
painful and heartfelt . . . a smart and honest look at female beauty,
with plenty of panache to boot." --Kirkus, starred review
The Secret One-Ruth Cardello 2020-10-13 In this steamy third book
in New York Times bestselling author Ruth Cardello's Corisi
Billionaires series, a trip to Italy could jump-start a lasting
relationship--but only if all that's hidden comes to light. When
Christof meets a beautiful mechanic on the side of the road, he
knows they're meant to be. His family, however, needs him and his
mediation skills in Italy, where decades of secrets and betrayal
could cost them everything. His mother is convinced a fiancée
would help smooth things over. But he'd be nuts to ask a woman he
just met to participate in such a farce. Men always find something
about McKenna they want to change--her independence, her
success, the grease that clings to her after a satisfying day in the
garage. So when she starts falling for a handsome billionaire, she
doesn't believe it will last. Their engagement is fake, but the sparks
that fly when they're together are too real to resist. If Christof and
McKenna trust themselves and each other, Italy will jump-start a
love as intimate as it is intense. If not...their relationship isn't the
only one on the line.
Keturah and Lord Death-Martine Leavitt 2016-11-04 Keturah,
renowned for her storytelling, follows a legendary hart deep into the
forest, where she becomes hopelessly lost. Her strength diminishes
until, finally, she realizes that death is near—and learns then that
death is a young lord, melancholy and stern. She is able to charm
Lord Death with a story and gain a reprieve, but he grants her only
a day, and within that day she must find true love. A mesmerizing
love story, interweaving elements of classic fantasy and high
romance.
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Mara, Daughter of the Nile-Eloise Jarvis McGraw 2018-03-08 Mara
is a proud and beautiful slave girl who yearns for freedom in ancient
Egypt, under the rule of Queen Hatshepsut. Mara is not like other
slaves; she can read and write, as well as speak the language of
Babylonian. So, to barter for her freedom, she finds herself playing
the dangerous role of double spy for two arch enemies-each of
whom supports a contender for the throne of Egypt. Against her
will, Mara finds herself falling in love with one of her masters, the
noble Sheftu, and she starts to believe in his plans of restoring
Thutmose III to the throne. But just when Mara is ready to offer
Sheftu her help and her heart, her duplicity is discovered, and a
battle ensues in which both Mara's life and the fate of Egypt are at
stake.
Angelica-Sharon Shinn 2004 Archangel Gaaron and his chosen lifemate, Susannah, risk everything to stop a mysterious group of
black-clad strangers who bring down fire from the sky, destroying
everything in their wake, as the fate of the entire world hangs in the
balance. Reprint.
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